








































































































From: Bauman, Robert
To: Amelia Niesen
Cc: Lemmer, Jodi; Lee, Chris
Subject: Re: Dear Alderman Bauman
Date: Sunday, July 14, 2019 7:55:56 AM

Thanks for your comments and support of the Hop. The files should come up on July 23 and come
before the full council on July 30.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 13, 2019, at 10:05 AM, Amelia Niesen <amyniesen@icloud.com> wrote:
>
> I’m writing in support of the Hop.  The DNC is expecting to ride the Hop.  I’m excited to ride the Hop
toward Bronzeville. 
>
> I live near Cathedral Square and a frequent rider.  I love the social mixing on the Hop.  I favor a
slight rise in tax if funding has to be subsidized that way to keep free.  Better yet, charge the Couture
developer for all of the delays...if ever to happen.
>
> Please do not hold The Hop hostage for late planning to walkers point. 
>
> Thank you
> Amy Niesen 545 E Wells st unit 700
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Bauman, Robert
To: Brendan Lenzner
Cc: Lemmer, Jodi; Lee, Chris; Hamilton, Ashanti; Perez, Jose
Subject: Re: The Hop Streetcar
Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 10:38:29 PM

Thank you for your comment. We will enter into the record. I appreciate your observations.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 16, 2019, at 10:33 PM, Brendan Lenzner <blenzner2614@icloud.com> wrote:
>
> Hello,
>
> I currently live your district and I wanted to let you know how I feel that The Hop is actually very
valuable and expansion should be considered, especially upwards towards Fiserv Forum. I find it useful
to get from one side of downtown to the other. The bus system is okay, but The Hop provides a much
better experience and is quicker since it doesn’t have as many stops as a bus. I just wanted to voice my
opinion since I know the city has been trying to pass funding for an extension to Wisconsin Ave. I just
think the city shouldn’t let any opportunities go to waste and shouldn’t delay the decision too long.
>
> Thank you,
> Brendan Lenzner
>
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July 3, 2019 
 
Mr. Robert Bauman 
District 4 Alderman 
City of Milwaukee – City Hall 
200 E. Wells Street 
Room 205 
Milwaukee, WI  53202 
 
Dear Alderman Bauman: 
 
On behalf of Hempel Companies, this letter reflects our full and continued support of the 
city’s investment in the expansion of The Hop Streetcar system in Milwaukee.  The streetcar 
while in still in its infancy, already serves the public well and is beginning to add value to 
nearby business and properties (many of which our company and/or affiliates have a stake 
or interest in), as well as to the City of Milwaukee as a whole.   
 
The Mayor’s plan to expand the benefits of the streetcar into the Bronzeville and Walker’s 
Point neighborhoods is an important next step in realizing the full potential and benefit of a 
fully complete, streetcar system.  It is our understanding that immediate action by our local 
government is required to secure federal matching funds through the FTA’s Capital 
Investment Program for this expansion.   
 
A modern transportation system is a key asset to the City of Milwaukee and will continue to 
further promote commercial activity while providing an important, public transportation 
alternative for the city’s constituents.  Thank you in advance for passing on our strong 
support of this initiative to the rest of the Common Council.    
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
Joshua D. Krsnak 
President & Chief Manager 
 



 
 
 
 

Interstate Development Partners LLC 
710 N Plankinton Ave Suite 700 Milwaukee, WI 53203  P (414) 431-6555  F (414) 431-6556 

www.interstatedevelops.com 
 

 
 
July 3, 2019 
 
 
 
Mr. Robert Bauman 
District 4 Alderman 
City of Milwaukee – City Hall 
200 E. Wells Street 
Room 205 
Milwaukee, WI  53202 
 
Dear Alderman Bauman: 
 
On behalf of Interstate Parking and Interstate Development Partners, this letter reflects our full and 
continued support of the city’s investment in the expansion of The Hop Streetcar system in Milwaukee.  
The streetcar while in still in its infancy, already serves the public well and is beginning to add value to 
nearby business and properties (many of which our company and/or affiliates have a stake or interest 
in), as well as to the City of Milwaukee as a whole.   
 
The Mayor’s plan to expand the benefits of the streetcar into the Bronzeville and Walker’s Point 
neighborhoods is an important next step in realizing the full potential and benefit of a fully complete, 
streetcar system.  It is our understanding that immediate action by our local government is required to 
secure federal matching funds through the FTA’s Capital Investment Program for this expansion.   
 
A modern transportation system is a key asset to the City of Milwaukee and will continue to further 
promote commercial activity while providing an important, public transportation connection to our 
city’s neighborhoods.  Thank you in advance for passing on our strong support of this initiative to the 
rest of the Common Council.    
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
Tony Janowiec 
President & Chief Manager 
 
 
 
  



From: Bauman, Robert
To: Lee, Chris
Subject: FW: Streetcar extensions
Date: Thursday, July 18, 2019 9:26:01 AM

For streetcar files.
 

From: MHatch@foley.com [mailto:MHatch@foley.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 9:12 AM
To: Rainey, Khalif
Cc: Hamilton, Ashanti; Bauman, Robert
Subject: Streetcar extensions
 
Dear Alderman Rainey,
 
I live in Downtown MKE and have worked here for over 45 years.
 
I welcome the renaissance we’re experiencing in Downtown and am anxious for it to be extended
into our neighborhoods.  I think that a key to that happening is the extension of our streetcar
system, and I look forward to its extension to Bronzeville and Walker’s Point and the creation of Vel
R. Phillips Plaza.
 

To enable that to happen, I encourage you to schedule these items for your July 23rd ZND meeting.
 
Many thanks,
 
Michael Hatch
825 N Prospect Ave

The information contained in this message, including but not limited to any attachments, may
be confidential or protected by the attorney-client or work-product privileges. It is not
intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received
this message in error, please (i) do not read it, (ii) reply to the sender that you received the
message in error, and (iii) erase or destroy the message and any attachments or copies. Any
disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance on the contents of this message or its attachments
is strictly prohibited, and may be unlawful. Unintended transmission does not constitute
waiver of the attorney-client privilege or any other privilege. Legal advice contained in the
preceding message is solely for the benefit of the Foley & Lardner LLP client(s) represented
by the Firm in the particular matter that is the subject of this message, and may not be relied
upon by any other party. Unless expressly stated otherwise, nothing contained in this message
should be construed as a digital or electronic signature, nor is it intended to reflect an
intention to make an agreement by electronic means.
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May 23, 2019 
 
  
Members of the Common Council 
c/o Jim Owczarski, City Clerk 
City Hall 
200 E. Wells St. 
Milwaukee WI 53202 
  
 

NAIOP Wisconsin wishes to express support for extending The Hop to Wisconsin Avenue and 
the Bronzeville and Walker’s Point neighborhoods.  
 
Extension into these neighborhoods will better connect underserved populations to new 
downtown job opportunities, assist in further promoting and supporting local neighborhood 
economic development, and will physically strengthen the connectivity between downtown and 
neighborhoods to the north and south. Moving forward with the extensions in advance of the 
DNC Convention in 2020 also provides an important tool to be able to showcase the entire City 
to our guests. 
 
The members of NAIOP Wisconsin, the Commercial Development Association, believe that the 
Hop has the potential to continue to spur economic and real estate development and serve as 
an important amenity to residents and workers throughout the City.  
 
On behalf of the members of NAIOP Wisconsin, thank you in advance for your work in 
extending the Hop to include the Bronzeville and Walker’s Point neighborhoods, as well as to 
Fiserv Forum. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
James Villa, CAE 

CEO 

 

250 E. Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 700, Milwaukee, WI 53202          414-622-0006          naiop-wi.org 
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310 W. Wisconsin Avenue  
Suite 1450E 
Milwaukee WI 53203 
 
414.276.6696 
office@westown.org 
www.westown.org 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Erica-Nicole Harris  
President 
Wispark LLC 

 
Lisa Kurszewski   
Vice President 
Zilber Property Group  

 
Courtney Morris 
Treasurer 
The Avenue  

 
Bobby Wiltgen  
Secretary 
Who's On Third, Oak Barrel Public 
House, Old World Third Street Assoc. 

 
Joan Bartels Farrell  
Past President 
Property Owner/CoVantage Credit Union 

 
Mike Kenney  
Past President  
Resident/TAPCO 

 
DJ Cartledge  
WI Expo 

 
Angela Damiani  
Newaukee 

 
John Hennessy  
St. James Court Historic Apartments  

 
Joan Johnson  
Milwaukee Public Library  

 
George Meyer  
Kahler Slater. Inc.  

 
Mahesh Reddy  
Hilton Milwaukee City Center  

 
Jim Vaillancourt 
Mid–America Real Estate   

 
Raj Saha 
Milwaukee Bucks 

 
Jeff Welk 
Doubletree by Hilton Milwaukee  
Downtown  

 
Bill Scholl  
Marquette University  

 
Marty Brooks  
Wisconsin Center District  

 
Kim Guerrero  
310W  

 
Jeff Sherman 
Onmilwaukee.com/Wisconsin Club 
 

Dana Jones 
Visit Milwaukee 

 
Stacie Callies  
Executive Director  

 
 
 

 

July 16, 2019 

 

 

To:          Mayor Tom Barrett 

 President Ashanti Hamilton and Members of the Common Council 

                Rocky Marcoux 

                Dan Casanova 

 

Subject: Grand Compromise Solution for Streetcar Needed 

 

Dear Mayor Barrett, Common Council Members, Rocky and Dan: 

We, as members of the Westown Board and on behalf of our member businesses and residents, share all 
of your interest and concern regarding the Milwaukee Streetcar.  We see it as an exceptionally powerful 
economic catalyst/connector for Downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods, and indeed, in its initial 
run that potential is born out.  With your help, Westown has worked hard to spread the word and build 
support in order to make the Milwaukee Streetcar a reality.  Now we stand together with an incredible 
opportunity to multiply the economic effects of the Streetcar for Downtown, near Downtown neighbor-
hoods, the City as a whole and the Metro Milwaukee region.  Yet, surprisingly, we seem to be at an im-
passe. 

Please know the Westown Association has supported and continues to support the following: 

• The Milwaukee Streetcar Concept and Streetcar Network Vision 

• The extension of the original planned route on Vel R. Phllips Avenue to Wisconsin Avenue 

• The construction of the Vel R. Phillips Plaza at West Wisconsin Avenue and Vel R. Phillips Avenue 

• The northern extension past the Fiserv Forum and along Martin Luther King Drive to North Avenue 

• The southern extension connecting through 1st and Pittsburgh and extending through Walker’s Point 
to National Avenue  

• An alternative route study for the southern route to include analysis of cost (engineering, construc-
tion, etc.), funding and economic development impact  

• Appropriate engineering for the northern and southern routes with southern route engineering 
planned, but further defined through the above-mentioned alternative route study 

• The best and most expeditious build schedule so that the “Milwaukee Streetcar Network’s” multipli-
cative economic effects can work for all of Milwaukee and can spur even greater economic develop-
ment. 

We urge you to find a way to come together, make compromises when needed and move the Milwaukee 
Streetcar forward.  Now is the time.  Milwaukee with all of us together is the place. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

John Hennessy,                                                  Stacie Callies,  

Westown CED Committee Chair                    Executive Director 
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